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ARC HYDRO GROUNDWATER TUTORIALS 

Working with MODFLOW Models – Steady State 

Arc Hydro Groundwater (AHGW) is a geodatabase design for representing groundwater 

datasets within ArcGIS. The data model helps to archive, display, and analyze 

multidimensional groundwater data. It includes several components to represent different 

types of datasets, including representations of aquifers and wells/boreholes, 3D 

hydrogeologic models, temporal information, and data from simulation models.  

The Arc Hydro Groundwater Tools help to import, edit, and manage groundwater data 

stored in an AHGW geodatabase. The MODFLOW Analyst is a tool set within the 

AHGW Tools that is used to manage groundwater simulation models based on the 

MODFLOW code developed by the United States Geological Survey.  

Currently, MODFLOW Analyst tools support models in MODFLOW 2000 and 2005 

format. If using a different version, the USGS utilities can be used to convert the model 

to MODFLOW 2000 or 2005 formats.
1
 For details on the MODFLOW Data Model, 

please review the article on the XMS Wiki.
2
 

1 Introduction 

This tutorial teaches how to import steady state MODFLOW models, and how to create 

map layers from the MODFLOW data. This tutorial uses a model of the Cache Valley in 

northern Utah and southern Idaho, corresponding to the location shown in Figure 1. This 

model has 6 layers, 82 rows, and 39 columns. The “Working with Transient MODFLOW 

Models” tutorial discusses and demonstrates a transient model using the same location 

information.  

                                                      

1
 See https://www.usgs.gov/mission-areas/water-resources/science/modflow-and-related-programs 

for more details. 

2
 See https://www.xmswiki.com/wiki/AHGW:MODFLOW_Data_Model for more details. 

https://www.usgs.gov/mission-areas/water-resources/science/modflow-and-related-programs
https://www.xmswiki.com/wiki/AHGW:MODFLOW_Data_Model
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      Figure 1      Location of the Cache Valley model 

1.1 Outline 

The objective of this tutorial is to introduce the basic components and features of 

MODFLOW Analyst by completing the following tasks: 

 Import a set of MODFLOW files into ArcGIS. 

 Browse the data in the resulting MODFLOW tables. 

 Generate map layers illustrating array-based MODFLOW data. 

 Generate map layers illustrating list-based MODFLOW stress package data. 

 Import and display a set of MODFLOW solution files. 

1.2 Required Modules/Interfaces 

The following components must be enabled in order to complete this tutorial: 

 Arc View license (or ArcEditor\ArcInfo) 

 3D Analyst
3
 

 Arc Hydro Groundwater Tools 

 AHGW Tutorial Files 

                                                      

3
 3D Analyst is required for visualizing 3D features.  
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The AHGW Tools require a compatible ArcGIS service pack be installed. Check the 

AHGW Tools documentation to find the appropriate service pack for the version of the 

tools being used. The tutorial files should be downloaded to a local computer. 

1.3 Getting Started 

Before opening the map, make sure that the AHGW Tools and AHGW Toolbar are 

installed and available. 

1. Launch ArcMap. 

2. Open the ArcToolbox window by clicking on  ArcToolbox. 

3. If the “  Arc Hydro Groundwater Toolbox” is not in the list of toolboxes, right-

click in a blank space in the ArcToolbox window and select Add Toolbox… to 

bring up the Add Toolbox dialog. 

4. In the “System Toolboxes” folder, select “Arc Hydro Groundwater Toolbox.tbx” 

and click Open to exit the Add Toolbox dialog. 

5. In the ArcToolbox window, expand “  Arc Hydro Groundwater Toolbox” and 

“  MODFLOW Analyst". 

The MODFLOW Analyst Toolbar contains additional user interface components not 

available in the toolbox. If the toolbar is not visible, do the following: 

6. Right-click on any visible toolbar and select MODFLOW Analyst Toolbar. 

When using geoprocessing tools, the tools can be set to overwrite outputs by default. To 

set this option:  

7. Select Geoprocessing | Geoprocessing Options... to bring up the Geoprocessing 

Options dialog. 

8. In the General section, turn on Overwrite the outputs of geoprocessing 

operations. 

9. Click OK to close the Geoprocessing Options dialog. 

2 Opening the Map 

Begin by importing a map containing some background data for the Cache Valley model. 

1. Click File | Open… to bring up the Open dialog. 

2. Browse to the Tutorials\modflow analyst\steady state folder for this tutorial. 

3. Select “cache_ss.mxd” and click Open to exit the Open dialog. 
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A map of Cache Valley in Utah and Idaho will appear (Figure 2). The file contains a map 

layer representing the states in the region. These features will not be used in the tutorial, 

but are included to provide some context for the MODFLOW model.  

 

      Figure 2      Map showing the Cache Valley (just right of center) 

3 Importing MODFLOW Files 

MODFLOW files can now be imported into the geodatabase. A typical MODFLOW 

simulation consists of 10-20 files. A MODFLOW simulation is imported into ArcGIS in 

a process that consists of the following steps: 

 The Import MODFLOW Tables tool is used to import the MODFLOW files 

and load the data from the files into the MDM tables inside a geodatabase. This 

tool uses a modified version of MODFLOW that reads the files and builds the 

table using the ArcObjects library. Thus, it will work on any MODFLOW 

simulation that can be read by MODFLOW.  

 The DIS to Boundary tool imports information related to the grid geometry 

from the tables associated with the DIS file and builds a boundary polygon. The 

input to this tool includes the IJ origin coordinates of the MODFLOW grid and 

the angle of rotation (Figure 3). This information ensures that the MODFLOW 

model is imported at the proper location in world coordinate space. The origin 

coordinates should be in the same units as the coordinate system associated with 

the MODFLOW feature dataset. 

 The Create MODFLOW Cell2D tool uses as input the grid discretization 

information in the DIS tables and the boundary polygon and creates Cell2D 

features. 
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 The Create MODFLOW Node2D tool uses as input Cell2D features and 

creates Node2D features. 

 The Create Cell Index Table tool uses as input the DIS tables and creates the 

CellIndex table. 

Optionally, the Create MODFLOW Cell3D and the Create MODFLOW Node3D 

tools can be used to create 3D features for use in ArcScene. 

φ

Boundary

Origin

 

      Figure 3      Grid origin and angle of rotation used to define the spatial orientation of a 
MODFLOW Simulation 

In order to simplify this process, the workflow has been built into a single geoprocessing 

tool called “Import Georeferenced MODFLOW Model”. Use this tool to import the 

steady state Cache Valley model. One of the inputs for the tool is a MODFLOW world 

file (.mwf) which contains information on the model origin, rotation, and the spatial 

reference used to georeference the model. Thus, the workflow consists of two steps: 

 Create a MODFLOW world file. 

 Import the MODFLOW model using the world file. 

3.1 Creating the MODFLOW World File 

To create the MODFLOW world file: 

1. In the ArcToolbox, expand “  Arc Hydro Groundwater Tools” toolbox. 

2. Expand the “  MODFLOW Analyst” and “  Import” toolsets. 

3. Double-click on “  Create MODFLOW World File” to bring up the Create 

MODFLOW World File dialog. 

4. Enter “1334103.5938334” as the Origin X Coordinate. 
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5. Enter “15392493.413323” as the Origin Y Coordinate. 

6. Enter “90” as the Angle of Rotation. 

7. Click  to the right of MODFLOW Model Spatial Reference to bring up the 

Spatial Reference Properties dialog. 

8. In the search field, enter “NAD_1927_UTM_Zone_12N” and click  to execute 

the search. 

After a few moments, the field below the search field should show two folders.  

9. Expand the “Layers” folder. 

10. Select “NAD_1927_UTM_Zone_12N” and verify it states “Linear Unit: 

Foot_US” in the Current coordinate system field below the search results field. 

11. Click OK to close the Spatial Reference Properties dialog. 

12. Click  to the right of Output MODFLOW World File to bring up the Save As 

dialog. 

13. Enter “world_file.mfw” as the File name and click Save to close the Save As 

dialog.  

14. Click OK to close the Create MODFLOW World File dialog and open the 

Create MODFLOW World File wrapper dialog. 

15. When the tool finishes, click Close to exit the Create MODFLOW World File 

wrapper dialog. 

Two new text files are created (though they will not show up in the Table of Contents). 

Their contents can be viewed using any text editor:  

 “world_file.mfw” - contains the grid origin, the angle of rotation, and a reference 

to a text file containing the projection information. 

 “world_file.prj” – a text file containing the projection information. 

3.2 Importing the MODFLOW Files 

To import the MODFLOW model: 

1. Under the previously-expanded “  Import” toolset, double-click on “  Import 

Georeferenced MODFLOW Model” to bring up the Import Georeferenced 

MODFLOW Model dialog. 

2. Notice that the path in the MODFLOW Analyst MF2K Executable field is 

automatically populated. If importing a MODFLOW 2005 model, make sure to 

change this field to point to the appropriate executable for running MODFLOW 

2005 (mf2k5_ahgw.exe). 

3. Click  to the right of MODFLOW Name File to bring up the Open dialog. 
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4. Browse to the Tutorials\modflow analyst\steady state\Out_Mf2k folder. 

5. Select “cache_ss.mfn” and click Open to exit the Open dialog. 

6. Click  to the right of MODFLOW World File to bring up the Open dialog. 

7. Browse to the Tutorials\modflow analyst\steady state folder. 

8. Select “world_file.mfw” and click Open to exit the Open dialog. 

9. Click  to the right of Geodatabase Location to bring up the Geodatabase 

Location dialog. 

10. Browse to the Tutorials\modflow analyst\ folder and select the “steady state” 

folder. 

11. Click Add to exit the Geodatabase Location dialog. 

A new geodatabase will be created in this folder. 

12. Enter “Cache_SS_MODFLOW” as the Geodatabase Name. 

13. Turn on Use Personal Geodatabase. 

14. Click OK to close the Import Georeferenced MODFLOW Model dialog and 

open the Import Georeferenced MODFLOW Model wrapper dialog. 

15. Once the tool finishes, click Close to exit the Import Georeferenced MODFLOW 

Model wrapper dialog. 

In addition to the three new layers (Boundary, Cell2D, and Node2D), there should be 

several (about 50) MODFLOW tables that were added.  

Review the data by doing any of the following, as desired: 

 Right-click on “Cell2D” (or “Node2D” or “Boundary”) in the Table of Contents 

and select the Open Attribute Table to open the Table dialog. When finished, 

click the X in the top right corner to close the Table dialog. 

 Right-click on one of the newly-imported MODFLOW tables and select Open to 

bring up the Table dialog. When finished, click the X in the top right corner to 

close the Table dialog. 

Before continuing to the next step, turn off the display of the features. 

16. Turn off “Cell2D” and “Node2D” in the Table of Contents. 
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4 Building Active Boundary Polygons 

Now use the Cell2D and Node2D features to create map layers illustrating the 

MODFLOW data. Begin by using the IBOUND to Polygon tool to create a map layer 

containing polygons corresponding to the active region for each of the model grid layers. 

This tool uses the IBOUND field in the Basic table and the Cell2D feature class as input. 

Active cells have non-zero IBOUND values.  

To run the tool: 

1. In the ArcToolbox, expand the “  Views” toolset under the “  MODFLOW 

Analyst” toolset. 

2. Double-click on “  IBOUND to Polygon” to bring up the IBOUND to Polygon 

dialog. 

3. Select “Cell2D” from the Input Cell2D Features drop-down. 

4. Select “Basic” from the Input Basic Table drop-down. 

5. Select “IBOUND” from the IBOUND Array Field drop-down. 

6. Select “CellIndex” from the Input Index Table drop-down. 

7. Click  to the right of Output IBOUND Polygon Feature Class to bring up the 

Output IBOUND Polygon Feature Class dialog. 

8. Browse to the Tutorials\modflow analyst\steady state folder and double-click on 

“  Cache_SS_MODFLOW.mdb”. 

9. Double-click on “  Layers”. 

10. Enter “ActiveBoundary” as the Name and click Save to exit the Output IBOUND 

Polygon Feature Class dialog. 

11. Leave Layer ID (optional) blank.  

Entering an integer in this field results in an active boundary polygon for the selected 

layer. If the field is left blank, an active boundary polygon is created for each layer. 

12. Click OK to close the IBOUND to Polygon dialog and bring up the IBOUND to 

Polygon wrapper dialog. 

13. When the tool finishes, click Close to exit the IBOUND to Polygon wrapper 

dialog. 

Notice a set of overlapping polygons appear (Figure 4), indicating the active regions for 

each of the six grid layers. Feel free to symbolize the polygons based on the CellIndex_K 

attribute to better visualize the active zones of different layers. 
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      Figure 4      The polygons after running the IBOUND to Polygons tool 

5 Using the MODFLOW Grid Layer (K) Filter 

The IBOUND to Polygon tool created a feature class containing overlapping polygons 

(one for each model layer). One of the fields in the feature class is the “K” field 

indicating the index of the grid layer. To view the polygons one at a time, apply a 

definition query (K=1) to the current map layer using the Layer Properties dialog. The 

MODFLOW Analyst toolbar contains a convenient shortcut for creating a definition 

query based on the grid layer. To use the filter: 

1. Select “ActiveBoundary” in the Table of Contents. 

2. On the MODFLOW Analyst Toolbar, use the  button to the right of the K 

value field to change the value to “1”. 

3. Repeat step 2 to view the other active boundary polygons for other layers. 

Note that a value of “0” in the K field displays all layers at once.  

The K filter will work for any map layer containing a K field. To apply it to multiple map 

layers at once, simply select multiple map layers in the Table of Contents window prior 

to changing the value in the K filter. 
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6 Using the Make MODFLOW Feature Layer tool 

Next, create a map layer of hydraulic conductivity values found in the BCF package 

using the Make MODFLOW Feature Layer tool. 

The hydraulic conductivity values mapped here are stored in the BCFProperties table. 

This table also contains other values including transmissivity (Tran), and leakance 

(VCont). These values are stored in the BCF Package files as a series of 2D arrays, one 

per layer per type. Each record in the table represents a set of values associated with a 

particular cell, identified by an IJK value. 

6.1 Creating the Temporary Layer 

1. Double-click on “  Make MODFLOW Feature Layer” in the “  Views” 

toolset to bring up the Make MODFLOW Feature Layer dialog. 

2. Select “Cell2D” from the Input Cell/Node Features drop-down. 

3. Select “BCFProperties” from the Input MODFLOW Table drop-down. 

4. Turn on IJK and HY under MODFLOW Table Fields of Interest. 

5. Enter “HY” as the Output MODFLOW Layer. 

6. Leave all the other fields at their defaults. 

7. Click OK to close the Make MODFLOW Feature Layer dialog and open the 

Make MODFLOW Feature Layer wrapper dialog. 

8. When the tool finishes, click Close to close the Make MODFLOW Feature 

Layer wrapper dialog. 

A new, temporary map layer (“HY”) should appear in the Table of Contents window, and 

a new set of cell polygons should appear (Figure 5).  

 

      Figure 5      Cell polygons visible 
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6.2 Changing the Symbology 

Next, modify the display of the new HY map layer. This model uses interpolated 

hydraulic conductivity, so use graduated colors rather than categories. 

1. Right-click on HY in the Table of Contents and select Properties… to bring up 

the Layer Properties dialog. 

2. On the Symbology tab, in the Show section, select “Quantities” and then 

“Graduated colors”. 

3. In the Fields section, select “BCFProperties.HY” from the Value drop-down. 

4. In the Classification section, click Classify… to bring up the Classification 

dialog. 

5. In the Classification section, select “10” from the Classes drop-down. 

6. Click OK to close the Classification dialog. 

7. Click Apply, then click OK to close the Layer Properties dialog. 

The HY map layer illustrates (Figure 6) the hydraulic conductivity for all active 

MODFLOW cells in layer 1 of the model (other layers in the model have transmissivity 

values assigned to the cells). 

 

      Figure 6      Layer 1 hydraulic conductivity in active MODFLOW cells 
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7 Using the Create MODFLOW Features Tool 

Now build a map layer using the Create MODFLOW Features tool. This tool is part of 

MODFLOW Analyst and is built on top of the Make Query Table tool. It simplifies the 

process of building a map layer by automating the construction of the SQL query.  

This tool makes map layers out of Cell2D, Node2D, and Node3D features. Make a map 

layer illustrating the leakance (VCont) values from the BCFProperties table by doing the 

following: 

1. Double-click on “  Create MODFLOW Features” in the “  Views” toolset to 

bring up the Create MODFLOW Features dialog. 

2. Select “Cell2D” from the Input Cell/Node Features drop-down. 

This specifies which type of feature is to be used in the query.  

3. Select “BCFProperties” from the Input MODFLOW Table drop-down. 

The Additional Filtering Expression field can be used to add additional items to the SQL 

query that are not part of the standard query.  

4. Leave Additional Filtering Expression empty. 

5. Under MODFLOW Table Fields of Interest, turn on “Vcont”. 

6. Click  to the right of Output MODFLOW Feature Class to bring up the Output 

MODFLOW Feature Class dialog. 

7. Browse to the Tutorials\modflow analyst\steady state folder and double-click on 

“Cache_SS_MODFLOW.mdb”. 

8. Double-click on “Layers”. 

9. Enter “VCont” as the Name and click Save to exit the Output MODFLOW 

Feature Class dialog. 

The Grid Layer (K) filter field allows selecting to map only a specific layer. Leaving it 

empty causes the tool to map to all layers. Turning on Only Active Cells causes only the 

active cells to be used in the query. 

10. Leave the Grid Layer (K) filter field empty. 

11. Turn on Only Active Cells.  

12. Click on MODLFOW Tables to expand the section. 

13. Make sure “Basic” is selected from the Input Basic Table drop-down. 

14. Make sure “BasicArrayMult” is selected from the Input Basic Array Multiplier 

Table drop-down. 

15. Make sure “CellIndex” is selected from the Input CellIndex Table drop-down. 

16. Make sure “DISVars” is selected from the Input DisVars Table drop-down. 
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17. Click OK to close the Create MODFLOW Features dialog and open the Create 

MODFLOW Features wrapper dialog. 

18. When the tool finishes, click Close to exit the Create MODFLOW Features 

wrapper dialog. 

Notice the new “VCont” layer in the Table of Contents. The Layer Properties dialog (see 

section 6.2) may be used to modify the symbology so that the VCont values are 

displayed. Use the K filter in the MODFLOW Analyst toolbar to isolate and cycle 

through the grid layers. Since the VCont values do not apply to the bottom-most layer, 

layer 6 has no VCont values. 

If desired, feel free to repeat these steps to build map layers of the following 

MODFLOW tables/data using the Cell2D features: 

 Recharge rates (RCHArrays.RECH) 

 Evapotranspiration rates (EVTArrays.EVTR) 

 Bottom elevations (BotmElev.BotmElev) 

 Starting heads (Basic.STRT) 

8 Mapping Drain Package Data 

Next, use the Create MODFLOW Features tool to generate a map layer illustrating the 

locations of the cell-by-cell drain instances used in the Drain package. Use the Node2D 

feature class to display the drain cells. 

1. Double-click on “  Create MODFLOW Features” in the “  Views” toolset to 

bring up the Create MODFLOW Features dialog. 

2. Select “Node2D” from the Input Cell/Node Features drop-down. 

3. Select “DRN” from the Input MODFLOW Table drop-down. 

4. Under MODFLOW Table Fields of Interest, turn on “Elevation” and “Cond”. 

5. Click  to the right of Output MODFLOW Feature Class to bring up the Output 

MODFLOW Feature Class dialog. 

6. Browse to the Tutorials\modflow analyst\steady state folder and double-click on 

“Cache_SS_MODFLOW.mdb”. 

7. Double-click on “Layers”. 

8. Enter “Drains” as the Name and click Save to exit the Output MODFLOW 

Feature Class dialog. 

9. Turn on Only Active Cells.  

10. Make sure “Basic” is selected from the Input Basic Table drop-down. 
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11. Make sure “BasicArrayMult” is selected from the Input Basic Array Multiplier 

Table drop-down. 

12. Make sure “CellIndex” is selected from the Input CellIndex Table drop-down. 

13. Make sure “DISVars” is selected from the Input DisVars Table drop-down. 

14. Click OK to close the Create MODFLOW Features dialog and open the Create 

MODFLOW Features wrapper dialog. 

15. When the tool finishes, click Close to exit the Create MODFLOW Features 

wrapper dialog. 

Notice the new “Drains” layer in the Table of Contents and the new drains on the grid 

(Figure 7). If desired, use the Layer Properties dialog (see section 6.2) to modify the 

symbology. Since all the drains are in layer 1 of the MODFLOW grid, do not use the K 

filter.  

 

      Figure 7      Detail of some of the drains created 

Feel free to repeat these steps to build map layers of the following MODFLOW 

tables/data using the Node2D features: 

 Rivers (RIV) 

 General Head Boundary (GHB) 
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9 Importing and Displaying Output Data 

The output from a MODFLOW simulation includes head, drawdown, and flow data. The 

MODFLOW Data Model includes a set of tables for storing this data. To view output 

from a MODFLOW simulation, the first step is to import the output files into the tables. 

Then use the Create MODFLOW Features tool to display the output data.  

9.1 Importing the MODFLOW Data 

To import the files: 

1. Double-click on “  Import MODFLOW Output” in the “  Import” toolset to 

bring up the Import MODFLOW Output dialog. 

2. Turn on Import Head File. 

3. Click OK to close the Import MODFLOW Output dialog and open the Import 

MODFLOW Output wrapper dialog. 

The output may indicate null values in DISVars and that absolute times were not added. 

In this case, ignore the error. 

4. When the tool finishes, click Close to close the Import MODFLOW Output 

wrapper dialog. 

The display will not change because the tool simply imports the output data into the 

appropriate tables. If desired, view the imported data by opening the “OutputHead” table 

in the Table of Contents. Heads of “1” represent no value.  

9.2 Generating a Head Map Layer 

Now generate a map layer of heads. 

1. Double-click on “  Create MODFLOW Features” in the “  View” toolset to 

bring up the Create MODFLOW Features dialog. 

2. Select “Cell2D” from the Input Cell/Node Features drop-down. 

3. Select “OutputHead” from the Input MODFLOW Table drop-down. 

4. Turn on “Head” under MODFLOW Table Fields of Interest. 

5. Click  to the right of Output MODFLOW Feature Class to bring up the Output 

MODFLOW Feature Class dialog. 

6. Browse to the Tutorials\modflow analyst\steady state folder and double-click on 

“Cache_SS_MODFLOW.mdb”. 

7. Double-click on “Layers”. 
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8. Enter “Heads” as the Name and click Save to exit the Output MODFLOW 

Feature Class dialog. 

9. Turn on Only Active Cells. 

10. Click OK to close the Create MODFLOW Features dialog and bring up the 

Create MODFLOW Features wrapper dialog. 

11. When the tool finishes, click Close to exit the Create MODFLOW Features 

wrapper dialog. 

The appearance of the cells should change (Figure 8). 

 

      Figure 8      Detail of head map layer 

9.3 Setting the Layer Symbology 

Next, set up the layer symbology: 

1. In the Table of Contents, right-click on “Heads” and select Properties… to 

bring up the Layer Properties dialog. 

2. On the Symbology tab, in the Show section, select “Quantities” and then 

“Graduated colors”. 

3. In the Fields section, select “OutputHead.Head” from the Value drop-down. 

4. In the Classification section, click Classify… to bring up the Classification 

dialog. 

5. In the Classification section, enter a value of “30” for Classes. 

6. Click OK to close the Classification dialog. 
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7. Click Apply, then click OK to close the Layer Properties dialog. 

The cells corresponding to the “Heads” layer should now be colored (Figure 9). To view 

the heads layer by layer, select the “Heads” layer is selected and use the K filter in the 

MODFLOW Analyst toolbar. 

 

      Figure 9      Colors after the symbology is updated 

10 Creating 3D Features for ArcScene 

In addition to working with 2D features in ArcMap, it can also be useful to generate 3D 

representations of the MODFLOW data that can be visualized in ArcScene. This can be 

accomplished using the Cell3D and Node3D features.  

Cell3D features are built from the boundary polygon and discretization tables containing 

the top and bottom elevation arrays. The cells are constructed for active cells only using 

the IBOUND values in the “Basic” table. 

To complete this step, a 3D Analyst license is required.  

10.1 Creating the Cell3D Feature Class 

First, create the Cell3D feature class using the Catalog Window. 

1. Open the Catalog window by either selecting Windows | Catalog or clicking on 

the “  Catalog” tab (usually located near the top of the right side of the ArcGIS 

window) . 
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2. Expand the “Home” folder at the top, then expand the 

“Cache_SS_MODFLOW.mdb” database and the “Layers” feature dataset 

beneath it. 

3. Right-click on “Layers” and select New | Feature Class to bring up the New 

Feature Class dialog. 

4. Enter “Cell3D” as the Name. 

5. In the Type section, select “MultiPatch Features” from the Type of features 

stored in this feature class drop-down. 

6. Click Next to go to the next page of the New Feature Class dialog. 

7. Click Finish to close the New Feature Class dialog. 

A new entry, “Cell3D”, has been added under the “Layer” feature dataset in the Catalog. 

8. If the “Cell3D” layer does not appear in the Table of Contents, drag it from the 

Catalog to the Table of Contents.  

10.2 Creating the Cell3D Features 

To create the Cell3D features: 

1. Expand the “  Features” toolset under the “  MODFLOW Analyst” toolset. 

2. Double-click on “  Create MODFLOW Cell3D” to bring up the Create 

MODFLOW Cell3D dialog. 

3. Select “Boundary” from the Input Boundary Polygon Feature drop-down. 

4. Select “Cell3D” from the Input Cell3D Features drop-down. 

5. The Basic Package (BAS6) Tables and Discretization Tables sections should be 

populated automatically. Feel free to expand the sections and verify their 

contents. 

6. Click OK to close the Create MODFLOW Cell3D dialog and open the Create 

MODFLOW Cell3D wrapper dialog. 

7. When the tool finishes, click Close to exit the Create MODFLOW Cell3D 

wrapper dialog. 

The cells are now ready to be viewed in ArcScene. Keep ArcMap open. 

10.3 Viewing the 3D Cells in ArcScene 

Now use ArcScene to view the 3D cells by doing the following: 

1. Open ArcScene. 
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2. Click Add Data  to bring up the Add Data dialog. 

3. Browse to the Tutorials\modflow analyst\steady state folder for this tutorial. 

4. Double-click on “Cache_SS_MODFLOW.mdb”. 

5. Double-click on “Layers”. 

6. Select “Cell3D” and click Add to exit the Add Data dialog. 

A new set of Cell3D features should be added to the Scene (Figure 10).  

 

      Figure 10      Cell3D imported into ArcScene 

To better visualize the cells, adjust the Scene’s properties: 

7. Select View | Scene Properties… to bring up the Scene Properties dialog. 

8. On the General tab, enter “20” as the Vertical Exaggeration. 

9. Click Apply, then OK to close the Scene Properties dialog.  

10. Right-click on “Cell3D” in the Table of Contents and select Properties… to 

bring up the Layer Properties dialog. 

11. On the Symbology tab, in the Show section, select “Categories” and then 

“Unique values”. 

12. In the Value Field section, select “K” from the drop-down. 

13. Click Add All Values to add all six K layers to the list. 

14. Feel free to select the desired Color Ramp from the drop-down, or to use the 

default. 

15. Click Apply, then OK to close the Layer Properties dialog. 

The features should appear symbolized by model layer (Figure 11). 
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      Figure 11      3D view of MODFLOW cells in ArcScene 

11 Conclusion 

This concludes the “Importing MODFLOW Models – Steady State” tutorial. The 

following key concepts were discussed and demonstrated: 

 A MODFLOW model can be imported into ArcGIS in one step using the Import 

Georeferenced MODFLOW Model tool. 

 The Make Query Table and the Create MODFLOW Features tools can be used 

to generate map layers using Cell2D and Node2D features. 

 For map layers that include features from multiple grid layers, the K: filter can 

be used to quickly set up a definition query for a selected grid layer. 

 MODFLOW solutions can be imported using the Import MODFLOW Output 

tool. 

 Cell3D features can be used to display MODFLOW models in ArcScene. 


